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nomura is also standing by his "final fantasy vii remake" assessment. nomura said on twitter: i'd never said ffvii remake won't be released. please don't misconstrue what i said. it has a release date, and i'm looking forward to seeing it. — hajime tabata (@tabata_hajime) january 28, 2020 square enix has a long history
with final fantasy vii, but it'll be interesting to see if they can breathe new life into the franchise by revisiting one of the playstation's biggest classics. while square didn't include any specifics, the new ffvii looks like it'll be a significant undertaking, so hopefully we'll hear more about it soon. the ps4, pc and xbox one
versions will include the final fantasy vii soundtrack on disc, while the windows pc version will also include a digital version of the score. if you purchase both the ps4 and pc versions, the ps4 version will include the windows pc digital soundtrack. additionally, the ps4 and windows pc versions will feature the limited time
bonuses of costumes for the a few of the game’s main characters. the xbox one version will feature the limited time bonus of an exclusive weapon. final fantasy vii remake will be available in steam on may 24. players who have purchased the ps4 version of the game on psn can redeem a steam code for the windows
pc version of the game in the “add-ons” section of their steam account. steam will give the player a 20% discount if they own both the ps4 version and the pc version of the game. the windows pc version will run on windows 7/8/10. sony has released a statement detailing a japanese playstation store issue that caused
some players in the region to buy the wrong version of final fantasy vii remake when downloading it from the playstation store. the publisher has apologized, and will compensate anyone who made the error. unfortunately, the error also caused some players in japan to download the wrong version of the game, with
japanese players having to wait for a patch from overseas. we do not know at this time if those japanese players will be compensated as well. we hope to have more information as soon as it becomes available.
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thankfully, final fantasy 7 remake will most likely receive some sort of post-release dlc, with the developers already hinting at the possibility. and a few days after its release, a trailer for the game revealed that it would be coming to the playstation network sometime before the end of the year. now, this is just an
official statement for the american version of the game that will be released on july 10th, but it might be a clue as to how much of final fantasy 7 remake will be included on the disc. if the game is getting an end credits scene and a few additional boss battles, that could mean that were going to see up to 20 hours of

gameplay. that said, final fantasy vii remake isn't going to be the only addition to the final fantasy franchise this year. the final fantasy xv remake is also set to release sometime before the end of the year, and while that one is a technical update, it is also going to include a brand new game. of course, if you don't have
the final fantasy vii remake for the ps4, the final fantasy vii remake for the ps4 pro might be an option for you. this is because the ps4 pro version of the game is going to include all the upgrades that the ps4 original does, in addition to a few other things. the ps4 pro version of the final fantasy vii remake will support 4k

resolution, hdr support, a photo mode, and improved framerates (up to 120 fps). the game is also going to get a few new features that are exclusive to the ps4 pro such as hdr support, a new dynamic lighting system, new characters and a few new cutscenes. 5ec8ef588b
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